The Art, Of Being Not Affected By

Now It Counts
Today a nice evening at the jazz club
Maybe an Old Fashioned thereafter
And tomorrow I will start with the new writing
Not sure with which story
Whatever, I´ve the feeling that the stories have a high potential
If they will not become good, it will be my inability
It´s on me to develop their potential
One year time to do so
So far I´m satisfied with my writing
But it would be without a meaning to continue so
Time to move on
I´m looking forward to tomorrow
But today a last day contemplating
A last time to envy the artists onstage
Tomorrow I have to be an artist myself
I´m looking forward to tomorrow
But now I will end
Will have a long shower
Will dress up nicely
The red-golden watch and the garnet ring
The Saami Crafts bracelet with the red Swarovski stones
Later I will sleep and dream
And tomorrow the dreaming is over
Nice plans, but why not
Sometimes dreams come true
Well, sometimes not

Skye
Sitting Old Fashioned at the bar
Overcrowded today
A birthday celebration
Continental Sour, fantastic taste
The man behind the bar
Although he has a lot to do
He do it fully concentrated
Passion maybe the right word is
Mocheeba as music
"Fear and Love"
So much this song means to me
Impressing the work of the barman is

Life In The Bar
Thursday, jazz club day
Sit in the bar Old Fashioned
Have not to work tomorrow
Therefore no hurry to drive home
00:30am, not sat often in a bar the last months
But I love this nighttime
Sure, the working time I have now is better
Much better to plan open stage and more
Have to see that I can have this more regularly again
This long evenings and nights in a bar
Will begin with "The American Dream" tomorrow
Much of tonight will be included in the beginning
My second Continental Sour
Peter - the private detective - will drink this cocktail tomorrow
It´s fascinating to watch the barman doing
But I know that this is very hard work

Collateral
Sometimes sacrifices have to be made
Why I should be interested in them
Who has to suffer from the shutdown
The others are responsible for it
A nice, clean and easy world
One could name this ruthless
One could name this person a swine
Who´s interested in the soldier´s death
A war has to be won
A war against this people who revolt
Who wanna have also a part of this world
Who doubt in God´s given order
Yeah, this is a war
And they fight it with all means
They are not willing to share
Why they should, they deserved everything through their hard work!

Some Decisions
I think about the development of the stories, and see the following:
"The American Dream" - this Peter will reflect about the day-to-day politics. Day-to-day politics
will be a part of the story in various ways. But also cases, but without a political dimension - that
would be too much, overacted.
"The Happy Clown" - day-to-day politics is the basis for this Peter, he´s a stand-up comedian! But I
will not write comedy programs, his work as a stand-up comedian, and therefore day-to-day
politics, will be the basis, the ground on which the story will be build up, his rise as the new
comedy star. So far the theory.
The other two stories?
Peter as president is more or less obvious. I will go step by step. But I have to pass the present at a
certain moment, to jump into the future. The aim is to finish the story at the end of 2019 - but in the
story it will be 2020 then, the inauguration of Peter as 46. POTUS. But I think this will be a
dynamic and automatic process. But as long as possible I will consider the developments in the US.
The women? I have no overall idea about this story. I mean with this, in which style I should write
this story. I have various ideas, but they all lead more or less to a patchwork story. But this satisfies
me not at all. Sure, one could start a story, a frame story, but I feel this as artificial. I think my
problem is, that this will be my first story without a "Peter".

So far, so good. I think "The American Dream" will develop relatively fast. "The Happy Clown"
also. "Beg Your Pardon! ......." is a kind of no-brainer. The only problem is that the development in
the US is very unpredictable at the moment. It would be strange for me to write a story in which a
jerk is in office, when he´s no longer there. But we will see. "To Be A Women......" - I have to find
some answers before I begin with this story in a serious way. But I have some time, no need to
hurry. All in all I look forward to the next months, I´m excited!

New Year´s Day
No good days the last two weeks
Some problems with my stomach
Tired and often headache
But it goes better and better now
I concentrated on "The American Dream" to develop the story
Now the other stories waiting
Still no distinct idea about "To Be A Woman Means To Be Humbly"
But something develops
A new year, new writing - let´s see.......

An Error In Reasoning
"The American Dream" - the younger daughter of the McAllisters? I´ve written that this case
happened two years ago. In the meantime, during this two years, the younger sister lived in various
foster families, on the street, had problems with the justice.......and the older sister was nine years
old? That would mean that this girl was no older then eight years then, and now not older then ten
years - this will not function!
Therefore I have to change this. I will write now that the McAllister case happened ten years ago.
Say, that the younger sister was seven years old. That would mean that she´s seventeen today - that
functions!
Also the "rookie" investigator makes more sense now.

Strange Evening
First I thought about writing something
And maybe, if not too tired, a cocktail in Heilbronn?
But then the weather became better and better
Did some writing, corrected a mistake - wow, a starry night!
At this time the weather in Germany is very often bad
Not that much possibilities to observe my stars then
Therefore I stopped writing and observed my stars
You have to set priorities!
Tomorrow jazz club day - time to think about "To Be A Woman......"
The weekend I have not to work
Time to write as much as possible
New vigor, time for writing

Routines
I have to develop some routines
One of it will be: No writing at Thursdays
This day will be for thinking about the development of the stories
And for jazz, wine and maybe later a cocktail
Should I write something, like today
I will not type it, like I did it previously, after the concert, I will type it the next day
Six days writing and one day free, seems to be a good idea and rhythm
Okay, the travels, season break in the jazz club from February on..........
The routines cannot be not really strict
Sometimes my work week has four days, sometimes seven days
But also only when we have no holidays like in December
But nevertheless I need (again) more routines
At the beginning ("My Dark Heart - Itinerary") I worked
Then I came home, shower, headphones and then writing
I have to return to this in another way
Coming home, shower, newspapers and then writing
A tribute to Ray Charles today
A glass of wine and cheese ordered
I´ve a good feeling concerning the writing of this year
And now? I´ve an idea for "To Be A Woman Means To Be Humbly" ...........

Black Coffee
Black coffee and a gun on the table
What else you need
To despair of this world
Be happy and smile
The world becomes better
Yeah! Poland, Hungary, Brazil and the USA?
Yeah! I´m blind, I cannot see
The world becomes better, but still a mess
And then, see how fragile all this improvements are
A few demagogues are enough: Austria and Italy?
They cannot accept others - kill all the gays
Yeah! The world becomes better
So I sit with my black coffee, but have to confess
As a German without a gun on the table
And again I fear it´s better so
Yeah, the world becomes better, but not good
The Hare and the Hedgehog

Obsession
Do you have to develop an obsession
This question is there, right in front
Do you have to cease everything else
This question is there, right in front
As if there wouldn´t be some questions
One have not to answer
`Cause the answer is predetermined
At the end everything is more than banal
The only real question that arises then
Is the question about your will to be obsessed
Therefore, answer this question
And at the end everything will be more than banal
Especially when you´re filled with obsessions
Nicely suppressed, don´t be striking
Then the question will be more
Give them free rein or not
It´s your decision, you´re at the crossroads
A bit too late, to die with twenty-seven
Would fifty-seven also okay
Well, it would be only thirty years too late

In a sick world, the healthy person is be sick
Therefore it´s relaxing, to be sick
Be like the others, let them admire you
Be the Holy Grail in a debauched world
Oh yeah, can you hear the people yelling
Join in the yelling, and decide for your scapegoat
Hey, come on! One you will find!
Left or right, man or woman, gay or straight, black or white, poor or rich
And the little obsessions, what does we do with them
The obsession to kill, the obsession to dominate
Well, not all obsessions should be let free
Let me be your fuehrer - believe me, I would like it
Or maybe not, bored about the triviality of a fuehrer´s doing
And thoughts fly in the air, wafting around, losing all the ground
Yeah, should develop, greet, my obsession(s)
Don´t be shy, you will love it
In a world like this, what would be "adequate"
In a way this is a very silly question
Oh yeah, our civilized rules and regulations
Don´t kill...........your own flesh and blood - only the others
So? What does we have learned today?
To hell with this world!
Well, that´s a kind of nonsensical sentence
To hell with the hell - nah, that makes no sense! Or, maybe........
So again - what does we have learned today?
I have to die with fifty-seven - "Don´t Fear The Reaper"?
Well, still three years or so time till then - in which month I will die?
Sorry Blue Öyster Cult, but I hate this thought!

Crossroads - (Cream)
I went down to the crossroads and no, I not fell down on my knees
I went down to the crossroads and could not decide
The tragedy of a life
But what the hell - it´s only mine
So I stand there and look and see
And day after day passes by
Older and older I get
See so many cars driving by, in any direction they drive
But I cannot decide
Knowing what I would long for
Knowing that now a stupid old man stands at the crossroads
Looking at all the cars, driving by

Fourth Song
Your fourth song - what an album this will be? - "Norman Fucking Rockwell"
First "Mariners Apartment Complex"
Then "Venice Bitch"
Then "How To Disappear"
And now "hope is a dangerous thing for a woman like me to have - but i have it"
I drown in your voice - as always
This beautiful simplicity, the beauty of your voice
The lyrics killing me - Sylvia Plath
The next time when I have the possibility to, I have to see you onstage again
And yet, you´ve still hope
After the confusion
Have written about it recently
Would be nice would you be right
I´m fascinated about your lyrics
More than ever
What will your poetry offer
Will I be ever able to write in such a manner? - Don´t think so.........
Singing I can´t, playing an instrument neither
All I have are words
After some fucking weeks I feel like reborn
And your new song is so wonderful - as the other three - as all the others
The last two weeks were interesting
Did I found my passion obsession now
Didn´t knew Norman Rockwell before
I´m a lousy bitch, but at least a bitch at all
Such a moment, I would like to fade away
I would like to drown in drugs
But this would destroy me
How much more wonderful to drown in your music
Should I talk about the videos now - flashback, but that´s banal to say
Everything´s so Lizzy, the melodies, the lyrics, the mood - you know how much I loved her
Lizzy´s Dead I´ve written
Maybe too early?
No, the past is the past
Water not flows upstream
No Dorian Gray
Only ridiculous tears while hearing your music
Thanks for your such wonderful music, Lizzy
N.B.: As far as I know it´s not clear whether “Happiness Is A Butterfly” and “Cinnamon” will be on the album – also
beautiful songs

Progress
I make progress with my stories.
"The American Dream" is - till a possible end - in my head now. "Possible", because even the "solving" of the Brewster
case not would have to mean, that the story is finished therewith. But I think enough stuff to be written is outlined now.
"Beg your Pardon!......." - still the problem about Mr. President´s future, the fucking wall, the shutdown and more. Also
it would be good to know, who will candidate for the democrats. Elizabeth Warren is no surprise so far. Some more
names would be good. Then there´s another problem. How detailed should be the story. The way to the presidency is
long and complex. It´s the same problem which I had with "Utopian Dreaming". But this time I would have several
months for the writing - let´s see.....
"The Happy Clown". Peter will become famous - and then? I´m not sure whereto this story should lead. But I like the
beginning.
"To Be A Woman.....". Still the most uncertainty with this story. Changed some things, but still not sure if this is the best
way.
Well, the year still has some weeks - no reason for hurrying the things up. I will concentrate on the first two stories now,
the second two I will slow down a bit. So far I´m satisfied, the things starting to rolling.

